MUNDO GUARANÍ
The culture in Paraguay during Jesuit Missions

Cultura
Paraguay
Guaraní hoy / Guaraní today  
**Prof. Dr. Lenka Zajíková (University of Prague)**  
**Chair: Prof. Dr. Yvette Bürki (Unibe)**  
**Thursday, 4th October 2018, 18.15**

Jungle Baroque „Music from a Golden Era“  
**Maestro Luis Zarán (Conductor and Researcher)**  
**Chair: Prof. Dr. Cristina Urchueguía (Unibe)**  
**Thursday, 18th October 2018, 18.15**

Film exhibition: *Los buscadores* (2017)  
The directors **Juan Carlos Maneglia** and **Tana Schémbori** will be present.  
**Chair: Prof. Dr. Adriana López Labourdette (Unibe)**  
VII Festival of Latin American and the Caribbean  
CineABC Bern – Moserstr. 24 3014 Bern  
**Tuesday, 30th October 2018, 18.00**  
Ticket reservation: suizaembaparsc@mre.gov.py

The Architecture: Landscape and Territory in the Jesuit Missions of the Guaranís  
**D. Rubén Capdevila (Minister of Culture Paraguay)**  
**Chair: Prof. Dr. Beate Fricke (Unibe)**  
**Thursday, 22th November 2018, 18.15**

Except the Film, lectures take place at  
University of Bern  
Mittelstrasse 43, Room 120  
3012 Bern  
All events will be closed with an Apéro.

**Contact:** Embassy of Paraguay in Switzerland  
Kramgasse 58  
CH-3011 Bern  
Tel (41) 31 3123222  
dprantte@mre.gov.py  
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